Companion Pet Silver with White Mitts Cat - Joy
For All
Code: 1005587
Price: £104.99 incl. VAT You Save 13%
Date: 15/05/2021
VAT Relief Eligible: No
Delivery: £3.95 incl. VAT per order

The Companion Pet Silver with White Mitts Cat by Joy For All looks feels and sounds like a real cat
but they're so much more than soft fur, soothing purrs and pleasant meows.
Built-in sensors respond to motion and touch
Realistic, soft fur looks and feels like a real cat
Cat-like movements and sounds
VibraPurr™ sounds and feels like real purring
4 x C alkaline batteries (included)
These cats respond to petting, hugging and motion much like the real ones you know and love but don't
require any special care or feeding. This personally rich experience can bring joy and comfort to ageing
loved ones without any vet bills to worry about.

Movement & Built-In Sensors
Using the built in sensors, our companion pet cat responds to motion and touch such as Petting and
hugging, much like the real Cats you know and love
Cat-like movements & sounds: our revolutionary vibrapurr technology gives the cat an authentic
purr that sounds and feels just like real purring
Our companion pet cat is able to open and close its eyes, lift its paw, open its mouth and move its
head and body
Also has synthetic, soft, brushable fur inspired by real feline breeds

Award Winning
Joy For All companion pets won the Caregiver Friendly Award from Today's Caregiver two years in
2016 and 2017
Appeared in the new York times, people magazine and the Baltimore sun
Also featured on on CBS and the doctors and on BBC radio

Additional Images

How to Order

Orders can be placed securely online at AlzProducts.co.uk - or over the phone with our UK sales team.
Call 024 7642 2224 to place your order or for further information. This product's order code is 1005587.

